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Abstract 
 Data-visualization is the body of techniques used to create visual representations of data 
sets.  The Context Project is intended to create a framework for a user contributed library of geo-
temporal data and provide the tools needed to create animated visualizations capable of 
displaying multiple geo-temporal data sets simultaneously on the same map. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Motives 
 Correlation is not causation, but it can be a good place to start.  However, a relationship 
between two or more data sets is not always readily apparent upon perusal of the raw data.  It is 
for this reason that graphical representations of data are created. 
  The Context Project is intended to allow users to create animations of historical data 
incorporating an arbitrary number of data sets.  Context is intended to allow users with basic 
familiarity with the internet and community generated content sites.  Context intends to allow 
users to gain a sense of perspective on the course of historical events by comparing them on a 
historical map. 
 Context is intended for a wide audience.  It is useful to the casual user seeking to assuage 
simple curiosity.  A military history enthusiast could use it to plot all the battles of a war of 
interest, the growth and decline of various cities belonging to the participants in the war, and the 
movement of troops along various front, all on the same map at the same time.  It is also useful 
to a more serious user.  An epidemiologist could use Context to create representations of disease 
incidence versus population in cities alongside traffic levels on major highways and water levels 
of various major rivers. 
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1.2 Goals 
 The Context project is intended to create a community-submitted database of geo-
temporal statistics that anyone can access and edit, and to provide a tool that can animate 
multiple data sets on a map over time.  The Context project is intended to be a tool that will 
ultimately allow anyone to create and share animations generated from any number of data sets 
accumulated on the project website. 
 The Context project is not the first data visualization tool.  In fact, Data Visualization is a 
rich field.  The Gapminder [4] website allows users to view animations of historical health 
statistics from around the world.  The Many Eyes [2] website allows users to upload data and 
apply a wide variety of visualization techniques to it. Web designers such Boris Muller have 
designed data visualization techniques intended to display statistical relations in an artistic 
manner. 
 What Context is used for will be determined by the data available to its users.  Creating a 
repository of user generated and edited data sets; the usefulness of the Context Project is vastly 
expanded.  As the library of data grows, so too will Context's ability to demonstrate potential 
correlations between them.  While it is possible that some users will upload erroneous or false 
data, it is hoped that the forces of peer-review will help keep such problems in check. 
 The Context Project was developed to broaden the capability of data-visualization tools. 
The defining qualities of Context are that  
 • it allows users to freely combine multiple data sets to create their visualizations; 
 • it is designed to handle geo-temporal data along with associated statistical data. 
 • it is easy to use. 
For the Context Project to be considered successful, it must satisfy the following requirements: 
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1. Users must be able to contribute data to the community database. 
2. Users must be able to retrieve data from the community database. 
3. Users must be able to generate animations incorporating any number of data sets. 
4. Users must be able to upload animations they have created to the community 
database. 
5.  Users must be able to download animations from the community database.    
 
Chapter 2: Background Research 
This project required extensive research into numerous areas in order to ensure that the 
result was of the highest quality possible. We spent countless hours planning, conceptualizing 
and designing the system and all of its components before we wrote a single line of code. For our 
research we looked at similar projects completed in the past as well as websites that specialize in 
data visualization. We also read contemporary articles, drew from current and previous course 
work and read books such as The History of Cartography [1] that detailed the most effective and 
current methods for design and development. The areas we most extensively researched were: 
data visualization, relational vs. object oriented programming, and website, user interface, and 
animation design.  
2.1 Data Visualization 
The core of our project is data visualization, and it is the subject we spent the most time 
researching. We analyzed different techniques of data visualization as it has changed over the 
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years to find the most illustrative methods possible. We analyzed historical and current data 
visualization design techniques. This research included animation styles, what type of data to 
animate, and how to represent it. There are hundreds of types of animations and many more 
types of data that can be represented. Our time to create the project was limited and we needed to 
be sure that we chose an appropriate style to cover the widest amount of use cases. Our research 
began with our central topic, data visualization. 
The topic of data visualization is vast and filled with numerous attempts to create rich and 
demonstrative visualizations. For thousands of years there have been different methods of data 
visualization. These range from maps and charts to plot the land and the sea, to complex 
computer simulations. Every known type of data visualization has strengths and weaknesses. 
These weaknesses include limitations during creation, inability to handle unexpected change, 
inflexibility with different data types, or a less than informative visualization. Our background 
research is an attempt to analyze the shortcomings and successes in pre-existing visualization 
strategies and create the best animator possible. 
Maps were among the first type of data visualization ever created and it is widely held 
that “The human activity of graphically translating one's perception of his world is now generally 
recognized as a universally acquired skill and one that pre-dates virtually all other forms of 
written communication” [1]. The oldest discovered map was created approximately 8,200 years 
ago. Maps are excellent at data visualization because they can represent hundreds of distance 
comparisons compiled by cartographers. They are also inexpensive to make copies, and each 
map could be used to relate many types of data, such as army movement, trade routes, and 
migratory patterns. The major shortcoming of standard maps is that they were somewhat 
perishable and expensive to change. There was a large problem in the 16th century when 
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America was discovered and every world map became outdated. Our resource will face the same 
problems encountered by cartographers in that the data will still have to be collected manually. 
Our tool must make visualization easier than creating a map, and just as reproducible. Finally, 
our visualizations must be enduring and easy to change or update. 
In this regard there exist a few web sites with data visualization goals similar to ours. 
There are hundreds of different styles of data visualization that have popped up in recent years to 
visualize everything from geographical population data to the words in a speech. The most 
innovative and varied data visualizations have come from textual sources, in the form of 
speeches, articles, or songs. These are often represented as trees, visual linked lists, or words of 
variable size [6].This project has emphasized temporal geographic data visualization instead of 
text based data so we looked at many different sources of visualizations of data similar to ours. 
Currently, there are a number of websites available to the public for data visualization. 
Our task was to analyze these sites and find strengths to translate to our project, and weaknesses 
to avoid. After searching the web for similar sites we found only a handful that offer similar data 
visualization tools. We scrutinized each site to find all the features that made it work, and the 
features that we didn’t feel add much value. 
The first site we researched is Many Eyes [2]. One of the things that become immediately 
apparent is the quantity and ease of sharing of created visualizations. Another is the wide variety 
of different animation customization types available to the user. There are a plethora of different 
maps and graph types, a feature which we would like to implement, but given the time span of 
the project, and the number of people involved, we decided to focus on just one geographically 
based animation tool. Due to a lack of time we decided that the most important features for this 
tool is to be capable of animating any kind of temporal geographically based point, line or area 
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data and allow for custom maps. 
Another site leader in the field of computerized data visualization is Gapminder [4], 
which we examined for inspiration. Immediately apparent is the style of visualizations; their 
website not only showcases animations, but includes live running commentary. This makes the 
visualizations created richer, as the author of the animation can provide added insight or 
explanation. 
Gapminder provides animations in two standard formats; results are generally dots 
moving against a chart background. In these animations there are usually four variable factors, 
the X and Y axis, as well as the size and color of the dots on the screen. The other type is 
stationary dots aligned on an appropriate geographical map. In that scenario the dots are fixed 
and hence there can be no dynamic (X, Y) data drawn from the animation, however the dot size 
and color can also be variable. These two styles of visualization have proven to be easily 
understandable and convey large amounts of information. This style of animation is highly 
desirable as well, and we sought to implement a system that could produce the same results. 
In March 2007, Google purchased the Trendalyzer software that runs Gapminder and 
proceeded to make Google Social Graph API [11]. The visualizations created by this program is 
very similar to ones created within Gapminder, due to the similar code, however Social Graph is 
an API. It allows the user to see connections between programs and websites on the internet. One 
of their templates is a graph that allows the user to see how their social networks are connected. 
It can display what kind of information Pandora [34] receives from Facebook [35] and how the 
two relate to MySpace [36]. It is also useful to see what people are interested in the same things 
as you, because Social Graph can tell how your network interconnectivity is related to others. 
Such as if some of your friends on one social site also use a website that you frequent. Google 
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Social Graph was redesigned to be able to see and display these connections. Social Graph also 
allows a level of programmability that most other visualization tools do not allow. The API is not 
open source, but it allows a clever person to work with the code of the project to create their own 
features, animations, or controls. While this is a very nice feature I doubt we will have the time 
to incorporate it in our project. 
Data visualization is a massive subject and there are numerous online tools to visualize 
every possible type of media. What is presented above represents the leaders of data visualization 
and our inspiration for this project. We will use this information and more to create a powerful 
data visualization tool for geographic information systems. 
 
2.2 Website Design 
2.2.1 Website 
Our project also required the creation of a website for our users to manage their data. 
There are many different types of websites, all for different purposes, and research was required 
to ascertain which would best suit our needs. We initially wanted the site to have the same look 
and feel as Wikipedia [5], but we needed to consider the other types of data storage available. 
This was largely based on the design of contemporary data visualization sites as well as general 
sites that feature data storage. The main concerns we looked into for the website layout were user 
friendliness and recognizability. 
Wikipedia accounts for over 95% of all encyclopedia searches in the United States [7], so 
with dozens of other reputable websites available there must be something about it that keeps 
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users coming back. This is the kind of interactivity and familiarity we want to replicate with our 
website. We looked into a way to make our website similar to Wikipedia and found two options. 
Wikipedia is designed using a program called Wikimedia, a program that is also used to design 
many other websites. There is also a website called Wikia [8], which supports the creation of 
Wikipedia style sites using Wikimedia. We believe that familiarity will go a long way to make 
our site more user friendly. 
Another feature we noticed is that Many Eyes employs the use of “topic centers” to 
organize data of the same type. Unfortunately, these topic centers aren’t very comprehensive, are 
rarely monitored and are frequently too bloated to be helpful. This, combined with a sub-par 
search function, makes finding existing animations or data sets difficult. We have chosen to use 
the same structure as Wikipedia, so we will organize similar data on pages. An important thing to 
draw from this example is that our site needs to feature an innovative useful tool to sort, store, 
and locate data, or employ a pre-created and proven system. 
2.2.2 Main Page Design 
 These slides detail the design decisions regarding the main page of the website. It 
analyzes the layouts of the larger names in data visualization and it attempts to gather 
information on the good and bad aspects of the layout so we can incorporate the better features 
into our project. 
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Site Logo: Creative and 
employs a simple self 
descriptive pattern.
Decorations: The site is littered 
with different colorful node 
based patterns
Theme: The recurring theme of this site is cooking 
and making spicy and flavorful dishes instead of 
webs and graphs
 
Figure 2.1: Spicy Nodes 
 
Title and Brief Description: Quickly lets new users know what GapMinder is all about
Main Page: 
Displays 
interesting  and 
provocative 
material that 
the site has to 
offer.
Join Button: Allows new users to subscribe to the site if they see something they like.
 
Figure 2.2: Gapminder 
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Title and Logo: Basic font on the title with a large logo beside it, and a short description.
Provider/Author Tag
Login and Quick search
Numerous 
options for 
new or 
returning 
users to get 
started, 
including: 
exploring 
and learning 
more about 
the site, 
becoming a 
member, and 
contributing.
 
Figure 2.3: ManyEyes 
 
 
No nonsense 
title and brief 
description of 
the site and 
its function 
and purpose
Data-less 
example of 
the final 
product
Video example of what the 
site does and how to add 
your own data.
 
Figure 2.4: Google Social Graph 
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Quick Start 
Search:
Good for 
returning users 
who are looking 
for something 
specific. It is a 
massive search 
bar and 
intentionally 
consumes a lot 
of real estate on 
the main page.
Object of the Day: In their case a word, in ours it could be a link to an interesting 
animation of the day, or just have a miniature animation ready to play.
 
Figure 2.6: Visual Thesaurus 
 
 
 Quick Search feature
 Cool graphic to be displayed near or 
integrated with Context title.
 One line description of Context near the title
 Login / Register option
 Animation of the Day / Recent animations
 Link / Video explaining how to use Context
 Author and Provider note
 
Figure 2.7: Desirable Features 
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Figure 2.8: Logo Ideas 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Main Page Design 
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Since we decided to 
use MediaWiki, our 
finished product will 
look very similar to 
Wikipedia. As the 
project progresses we 
will determine how 
similar or different our 
look and feel will be.
 
Figure 2.10: Page View Design 
 
2.3 User Interface Design 
Similarly, the design of the user interface on the animator itself is immensely important. 
Our main goal is bi-faceted. We wanted to have as many features as is necessary to create great 
visualizations. At the same time we wanted it to be user friendly and self explanatory. One thing 
we looked into was all of the necessary features required to create animations for our website. 
The features that we added to the user interface are based on existing visualization sites. We also 
looked for other features that we could add to our animations, that other animators do not offer, 
that we could create ourselves. One feature that Gapminder implements is size scaling based on 
the complexity and extent of the provided data set. Gapminder’s interface would appear to have 
only a few different buttons or adjustable sliders. The most prevalent of all is a PLAY button, 
which begins the animation. After familiarizing oneself with the basic structure, there are many 
more buttons to play with: ones that adjust the size, color, scale, and speed of the animation. 
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There are very few lines of text or pictures that cannot be clicked upon to alter the animation. 
These features allow users with varying levels of computer knowledge to interact with the 
animator in varying ways. The interface is laid out in a very self-explanatory way, but at the 
same time has the potential to surprise users with unexpected functionality, such as the ability to 
change opacity, hidden by a small button with a strange symbol. This is originally a button a user 
might pay no heed to until experimenting, and then it is an interesting button that once clicked 
opens up into an opacity slider. There are similar concepts at work to change the size of the 
elements within the animation. 
The core concepts we found within other animators such as Gapminder and ManyEyes 
was the capacity to alter the resultant visualizations in many ways. We sought to incorporate 
every animation feature we could find. ManyEyes offers many different types of visualizations, 
but not many options for customization for any given type of animation. Given our time 
constraints it is more appealing to aspire to a system more similar to Gapminder, a powerful 
single animation type in which the user can control every aspect of the animation.  
2.4 Programming Language 
Additionally there are many different styles of programming, and some languages are 
more specialized for dealing with different types of applications. We wanted to make sure we 
were using the most effective language to meet the needs of our project. We needed to see what 
other systems used to store and access data, as well as create and display animations. These two 
main use cases for the system are each typically written in two separate types of languages. 
When programming the database, website, the animator, and related programs; should we use 
one over the other, or should we use a combination of the two, is there an industry standard? The 
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two main types of programming we considered using for our project was object oriented, 
specifically Java, or relational modeling. Relational modeling is a style more suited towards 
database creation, access and storage.  
Many scholars agree that the relational model is “a promising data model for 
implementing database systems” [9]. It is a model of programming specifically designed to 
handle database applications. Our data could be managed in any way but to model it as a 
database makes the most sense, and the easiest way to handle a database is with a relational 
model. On the other hand the main aspect of the system only references the database and does 
most of the work in a manner that should be handled by an object oriented language. 
Additionally, Java programming is a strong point of every member of our group, so it would be 
the easiest to use and collaborate with.  
 With these two considerations in mind we decided to split the project’s programming 
language up into the two core sections. We implement relational modeling on the website to 
handle all of the database storage and access. Then we used Java to describe the animator and its 
components.  
Chapter 3: Design Issues 
3.1 Database 
3.1.1 Object-Oriented Model 
 In the object-oriented database model, the database collects all events that share a name 
in a single instance of an event object.  An event object thus contains a list of dates and 
associated locational data.  In this model, each instance of the event object becomes the timeline 
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of a distinctly named entity in the database, and each page on the website relates to a single 
instance of the event object.  
 This model presented many problems.  It does not easily handle an arbitrary number of 
data fields.  The biggest problem was that it does not readily lend itself to creating a cohesive, 
user-friendly interface.  It was predicted that under this model, individual pages would develop 
in such a way as to contain wildly disparate data fields, resulting in little cohesion existing 
between Events that should be related.  It was predicted that to create an animation, a user would 
be required to pull data from an excessive number of pages, and that the lack of cohesion 
between pages would result in the user having to manipulate an excessive number of variables.  
Test with the final design suggests that this last concern was probably the most significant. 
 
3.1.2 Relational Model 
 In the relational model, each event is identified by its temporal coordinate and a name.  In 
addition to the identifying columns, the table is required to have at least a single column that 
defines its spatial coordinates.  An individual table may have any number of additional data 
fields associated with it. 
 In this model, each page on the website contains a collection of events unified under a 
unifying theme.  Unlike the object-oriented model, a single data set would have coherent 
columns.  As such, in order to create an animation, a user only has to pull a few tables from the 
website and set a far smaller number of variables. 
 Two variants of this model were proposed.  In the first, a single table stores all the data.  
In the second, multiple tables containing thematically similar data are tied to a master table. 
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3.1.3 Single-Table Variant of the Relational Model 
 The primary advantage of the single-table model is simplicity, ease of use, and ease of 
implementation.  In this model, data fields are added directly to the table itself. 
 Nevertheless, this model has a few problems.  First of all, some tables could be difficult 
to view.  This is particularly true of tables containing line or area features, or tables that contain a 
large number of data columns.  Similarly problematic was the potential presence of blank spaces 
in the tables.  While by no means impossible to deal with, the single-table model dictated a more 
rigid data format to solve this problem. 
 Time constraints in development and a desire to keep the user's view of the table simple 
led to the adoption of this model over the multiple table model. 
 
3.1.4 Multiple-Table Variant of the Relational Model 
 In the multiple-table model, a single master table stores the name and spatial/temporal 
components of every element in the table.  To store additional data, secondary tables would be 
created, each containing several thematically linked data columns.  These tables are related to the 
master table through the use of the identifying name and time columns. 
 The benefits posited for this model were largely a matter of thematic appropriateness.  
When initially proposed, it was suggested that this model would handle missing data segments 
better than the single-table variant.  However, further examination suggests that any benefits in 
this field are not as great as they might seem. 
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3.2 Animator 
3.2.1 Decorator 
 One of the early concepts for the animator used the decorator pattern [9] to create event 
objects to be animated.  In this design, a basic Event object exists, with attributes of time and 
name and a prototype method for drawing the Event.  A collection of derived classes would add 
attributes and modify the draw method.  Derived classes would include things such as whether 
the Event was a point, line, or area; the color qualities of the Event; and the size qualities. 
 This design pattern was rejected on the grounds that it was unnecessarily complex.  Since 
there are only three possible Event types, the benefits of the decorator pattern would be minimal, 
and the complexity that would arise from attempting to animate an event through layered calls 
would be prohibitive. 
 
3.2.2 Event Paradigm 
 Under the Event Paradigm, a table is loaded by an EventCreator.  Each tuple of the table 
is then converted into an Event object.  The values of the table are fed into objects that generate 
color and size values for the Event.  The Event Paradigm is discussed in greater detail in chapter 
4.2.6. 
3.2.3 Online Animator 
 In the original proposal, the animator would be located online, as with Gapminder.  Such 
an online tool would most likely be coded in Flash or Java.  However, it was suggested that this 
would place an unacceptable load on the server, particularly given the limited server power 
available for the project.  However, it was the difficulty of modifying the existing MediaWiki 
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code that ultimately prevented the deployment of an online tool. 
3.2.4 Downloadable Animator 
 In this design, a lightweight tool is made available for download.  The details of the 
downloadable application are found in chapter 4. 
 
3.3 Website 
3.3.1 Original Design 
 It was determined that the website would need to be able to upload, search, and download 
both data sets and animations.  Several mockups for this site design were created, see figures 3.1-
3.3. 
 In this design, each page of the website held either a set of related data sets or a set of 
related animations.  Data sets would be directly edited online, using familiar frontend modeled in 
part off of excel and other spreadsheet editors.  This frontend would communicate with the 
database using generated SQL instructions.  Animation pages would contain all the 
configurations necessary for a user to create an animation. 
 Search functionality would allow users to search both animations and data sets, either 
simultaneously or separately. 
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3.3.2 MediaWiki 
 The MediaWiki framework provides all the functionality needed for the website. In the 
initial design, it was intended that the MediaWiki framework would be altered to handle the 
unique page layouts of the original design.  However, attempts to modify the MediaWiki code 
revealed that the code was too complicated to be modified in a reasonable timeframe. 
 Given all of these problems, it was decided that the project would be hosted on an 
unmodified MediaWiki framework, registered with the Wikia site. 
 
Chapter 4: Architecture and Implementation 
4.1 Application Rationale: 
4.1.1 The Application 
In order to implement the functionality to animate datasets we decided to use an 
application that can be downloaded by the user along with data, rather than an application that 
runs on the website. There are multiple reasons behind this decision. First, not having to run on a 
webpage allows more powerful code to be run, to overcome the limitations of web-based 
programming and the fact that the application is run client-side, rather than server-side. Second, 
this eliminates compatibility issues with browsers (the program is designed to deal with 
compatibility issues with operating systems). Perhaps the largest consideration, however, was the 
limited experience the programming team had with web-based applications. It was decided that 
we could make a much more successful product by playing to our skill sets. 
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4.1.2 Java 
Java was chosen as an implementation language for similar reasons. It ideally has no 
compatibility issues from operating system to operating system and is a programming 
environment that the entire team was familiar with. Furthermore Java has extensive libraries 
from which to draw on and a quite reasonable, if not frequently updated, graphics package. 
 
4.2 Application Structure: 
4.2.1 Overview and UML 
Our architecture is broken down into three major parts: the event creators, the animator, 
and the UI. The event creators parse data files into lists of events and provide specific 
information on the dataset. The animator takes a list of events, a map, and other animation 
specifics and produces an animation. The UI allows the user to provide a dataset and animation 
specifics and to generate the animation. The UI also serves as a bridge between the animator and 
the event creators. The following UML diagram (Figure 4.1 “UML Structure”) represents the 
system architecture on the most fundamental level. 
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Figure 4.1 UML Structure 
 
4.2.2 The Animator 
The purpose of the animator is to generate an animation from a list of events. The 
animator works by taking a fully generated list of events from the UI as well as a number of 
other inputs.  It does this in the following constructor: 
/** 
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*  
* @param m  an ImageIcon representing the map to day on 
* @param minLon  the lowest longitude represented by the map (-180 on world maps) 
* @param maxLon  the highest longitude represented by the map (180 on world maps) 
* @param minLat  the lowest latitude represented by the map (-90 on world maps) 
* @param maxLat  the highest latitude represented by the map (90 on world maps) 
* @param el  an array list of events to animate in no particular order 
* @param outputfilepath a String representing a file path where the .gif is to be created 
* @param fpath  a String representing a file path where the frames are to be created 
* @param start  the date to start at 
* @param end  the date to end at 
* @param increment the time (data) between each frame of animation 
* @param speed  the time (animation) between each frames of animation  
 */ 
public GifMaker(ImageIcon m, double minLon, double maxLon, double minLat, double maxLat, ArrayList <Event> el, String 
outputfilepath, String fpath, int start, int end, int increment, int speed) 
Once the constructer is called, the animation is immediately generated. If the “outputfilepath” 
field is not null, an animated .gif of that field’s name is generated.  The GIF file type was chosen 
because it is web-compatible, requires no special software to view, and because GIF encoders are 
available for free without licensing issues.  
 If the “fpath” field is not null, a series of PNG frames beginning with that field name and 
ending in a unique number representing order and the file extension .png are generated 
(sample0.png, sample1.png, and so on, for an fpath named “sample”). The PNG file type was 
chosen because it became clear in testing that the Java ImageIO class is more compatible with 
them than other image formats. The animator does not display the animation within the Java 
application itself due to compatibility issues that arose with the UI class when both were 
implemented as JFrames. 
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The animation is created on any map provided by the user. For best results the map 
should use a projection such that any given distance maps to the same amount of longitude shift 
anywhere on the map. The same is also true for latitude. To put it another way: The map should 
have an n:1 pixel to longitude and an m:1 pixel to latitude ratio. The reason for this is that the 
animator converts from longitude and latitude directly to pixels proportional to the size and 
longitude/latitude range of the map. There are many map projection methods, but this one proved 
to be the easiest standard to use. It should be noted that the smaller the scale of the user’s map is, 
and the more accurately a flat Earth approximates the relevant land area, the less important this 
proportionality is. Thus, for local systems, the user does not need to be as concerned with map 
projection. The map area is provided with the minimum and maximum longitude and latitude 
attributes that measure longitude and latitude in a decimal system, rather than the degrees, 
minutes, and seconds system, and indicate west and south as negatives. The decimal system is a 
commonly used format that seemed easier for users who might have less experience with maps 
to understand. 
 Start and end time indicate the start and end time of the animation. The units of time are 
totally arbitrary and up to the user—they could be years, hours, months, historical eras, geologic 
ages, or light years – or custom units devised by the user. In exchange for this generality there 
are some issues comparing data sets that have different time increments in mind during their 
creation; however these sorts of compatibility issues would occur in some form regardless of the 
system being used and it should not be too difficult for the user to translate the data from one 
time scheme to another. In the absence of these fields, the animator begins at time 0 and animates 
until every event in the event list has been displayed. 
The increment field determines how many time increments to wait between each 
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animation frame. At each increment the animator checks if any new events have occurred 
between that and the last increment. If so it adds the most recent event of any given unique name 
to an internally maintained list of events to draw to the frame. If there is already an event in that 
drawing list with the same name it will replace it. So at any given time slice the system will 
display the most up-to-date version it can of any given event. To make an event no longer appear, 
there needs to be an event with size 0 or of longitude or latitude outside the map range 
corresponding to the time after which the event should no longer display. The system was 
originally implemented with a “real time” animator that did not use time slices, but this resulted 
in huge numbers of frames being generated and thusly giant sized animated .gifs. The speed field 
sets the number of milliseconds to wait between frames if an animated .gif is created. If only still 
frames are being generated then it is not used. 
The actual drawing of a single frame is handled by functions that use the Java 
Graphics2D class to draws shapes over an image. These classes provide drawing support for 
circles, lines, and polygons that are used to create Points, Lines, and Areas of varying size, color, 
and opacity. A pair of functions was written to convert from longitude and latitude to the 
Graphics2D coordinate system. Once each frame has had all appropriate events drawn onto it the 
frame is saved as a PNG using Java’s ImageIO class, and/or sent to a GIF encoder (found here: 
http://www.java2s.com/Code/Java/2D-Graphics-GUI/AnimatedGifEncoder.htm) for the later 
creation of the GIF. 
 
 
4.2.3 The Scalars and Gradients 
Scalars and Gradients are classes that exist to contain a low and high size or color value 
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(respectively) and a number that corresponds to each value. This information is provided to them 
in their constructors. They each have another function that takes a number and returns either a 
size or color proportional to where that number falls between the high and low values. Scalars 
and Gradients are constructed by the UI and passed to the EventCreator so it can appropriately 
size and color Events. 
 
4.2.4 The UI: 
The user interface takes the form of a single class that generates a complete form for 
receiving user input. It sends some of the input to the EventCreator, get back a list of Events, and 
sends that along with the rest of the input to the Animator. It contains the main() function the 
application uses for its .jar. The UI is implemented as a JFrame and uses standard Java buttons, 
sliders, text boxes, listeners, and so forth. A clean form, a completed form, and a diagramed form 
follow in the corresponding figures (Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 “Blank Form”, “Filled Form”, and 
“Diagramed Form”). 
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Figure 4.2 Blank Form 
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Figure 4.2 Filled Form 
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Figure 4.2 Diagramed Form 
 
Unfortunately, due to the large number of animation options presented to the user, the form is 
somewhat complicated. The following describes each field starting with the top of the left 
column and working down, and then the top of the right column working down. 
Left Column: 
Import Map – Clicking browse opens a standard file browsing system that the user can select 
the map from. Supported file types include JPGs, GIFs, PNGs, and BMPs. This image will be 
used as the background for your animation and, if the image fit within a 700x700 pixel area, 
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displays at the top of the screen. This map is passed to the Animator. 
Set Longitude/Latitude – The longitude/latitude range of the map. Negative values correspond 
to western and southern coordinates. This information is passed to the Animator. 
Start/End Time – The time for the animation to begin and end in unspecified time units that 
map to the dataset’s time units. This information is passed to the Animator. 
Save .GIF File – Clicking browse opens a standard file browsing system that the user can select 
the location and name of where to save an animated .gif. This can either be a new file or a 
preexisting one to overwrite. This field is required only if the user plans on creating a single 
animation rather than a series of frames. This information is passed to the Animator. 
Frame Location – Clicking browse opens a standard file browsing system that the user can 
select the location and name of where to save a series of .png frames. Note that this name should 
not include a file extension as one is automatically added. This field is required only if the user 
plans on creating a series of frames rather than a single animation. This information is passed to 
the Animator. 
Select Field (Color) – This dropdown box contains a list of all the fields in the dataset once one 
has been selected. This list is generated by a static function in the EventCreator package. Any 
statistical field can be chosen for visualization, not just time or location. This data in this field, 
once selected, will be mapped to color of Events in the animation. This information is passed to 
the EventCreator. 
Select Color (Gradient/Scalar) – If “Gradient” is selected the animation varies the color of 
Events to correspond to data of the color field. If “Static” is selected all Events are animated in 
whatever the primary color selected below is. This information is used to create Gradients that 
are passed to the EventCreator. 
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Select Color (Color Sliders) – Sets the RGB value of a color that can either be set to the 
primary or secondary animation color by clicking the appropriate buttons to the left. If 
“Gradient” has been selected then the primary color will map to low data values and the high 
color will map to high ones with middle transition colors being created for middle data. If 
“Static” has been selected, only primary colors will be used. A slider set all the way to the left 
has a value of 0, while a slider set all the way right has a value of 255. This information is used 
to create Gradients that are passed to the EventCreator. 
Min Color – This slider, set to range from the lowest data value in the color field to the highest, 
sets the data value of the color field that maps to the primary color. This range is generated by a 
static function in the EventCreator package. Any data smaller than the minimum value also gets 
mapped to the primary color. This information is used to create Gradients that are passed to the 
EventCreator. 
Max Color – This slider, also set to range from the lowest data value in the color field to the 
highest, sets the data value of the color field that maps to the secondary color. This range is 
generated by a static function in the EventCreator package. Any data larger than the maximum 
value also gets mapped to the secondary color. This information is used to create Gradients that 
are passed to the EventCreator. 
Right Column: 
Dataset – Clicking browse opens a standard file browsing system that the user can select a 
dataset from. The dataset file format is described in the EventCreator sections, but this is where 
Events and their corresponding data are stored. This information is passed to the EventCreator. 
Select Table – If more than one dataset has been saved this dropdown field will let you select 
one to edit the attributes of. 
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Time Increments – How many time units to wait between each animation frame. This 
information is passed to the Animator. 
Animation Speed – The number of milliseconds to wait between the display of each animation 
frame in the animated .gif, if created. This information is passed to the Animator. 
Save Settings For This Dataset – Clicking this button will save all color, size, and opacity 
choices made for this dataset so that the user may import another one and animate both at the 
same time. information is eventually passed to the EventCreator, and then to the Animator. 
Select Field (Size) – This dropdown box contains a list of all the fields in the dataset once one 
has been selected. This list is generated by a static function in the EventCreator package. This 
data in this field, once selected, will be mapped to size of Events in the animation. This 
information is passed to the EventCreator. 
Select Size – If “Scalar” is selected, the animation varies the size of Events to correspond to data 
of the size field. If “Static” is selected all Events are animated as whatever the minimum size 
selected below is. This information is used to create Scalars that are passed to the EventCreator. 
Min Size – The number in the text box corresponds to the minimum size in pixels of an event. 
For a point this is the radius, for a line this is the width, for an area this is not used. The values of 
the slider are set to range from the lowest data value in the size field to the highest and indicate 
what data value of the size field that maps to the minimum size. This range is generated by a 
static function in the EventCreator package. Any data smaller than the minimum value also get 
mapped to the minimum size. This information is used to create Scalars that are passed to the 
EventCreator. 
Max Size – The number in the text box corresponds to the maximum size in pixels of an event. 
Any data larger than the maximum value also gets mapped to the maximum size. This 
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information is used to create Scalar which are passed to the EventCreator. 
Opacity – Sets the opacity, from 0-100%, of all events in the current dataset. This information is 
used to create Gradients that are passed to the EventCreator. 
Picture Frames – Clicking this button will pass the current dataset, as well as all saved datasets, 
to the EventCreator along with their size and color attributes. The EventCreator uses Gradients 
and Scalars to make a list of appropriately sized and colored events, which is in turn passed to 
the Animator along with the map, time scale, and frame location to create a series of still .png 
frames.  
.GIF File – Clicking this button will pass the current dataset, as well as all saved datasets, to the 
EventCreator along with their size and color attributes. The EventCreator uses Gradients and 
Scalars to make a list of appropriately sized and colored events, which is in turn passed to the 
Animator along with the map, time scale, animation speed, and .gif location to create a animated 
.gif. 
 
4.2.5 The EventCreator 
The EventCreator parses raw data tables to find their columns and data (which is needed 
by the UI) and turn them into Events (which are needed by the Animator). It provides these 
Events with color and size based on a known data field and given Gradients and Scalars. 
The EventCreator class itself is abstract, providing a framework for subclasses that make 
Points, Lines, and Areas. A TableReader class exists to convert the table from ASCII text into 
Strings and pass them to the correct EventCreator. The creators themselves pull data line by line, 
coordinate with Gradients and Scalars, and create Events with the appropriate time, longitude, 
latitude, and areas.  
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The file format raw data appears in varies slightly dependent on what Events it contains 
(Points, Lines, or Areas). All such files begin with their Event type and name, followed by a list 
on column names on a new line. Following this a row, again on a new line, declaring the type of 
data in each column (String, Double, or Coordinates). After this comes rows and rows of data, 
separated by new lines. All columns are delineated by the “#” symbol as the tab symbol is 
difficult to enter into a Wikia page. All raw datasets must contain columns named “Name” of 
type “String” and “Time” of type “Double”. Point data contain columns named “Longitude” of 
type “Double” and “Latitude” of type “Double”. Area and Line data contain a column named 
“Coordinates” of type “Coordinates”. All data is enter either as a number or a plaintext string 
except for “Coordinates” which is any number of semicolon delineated longitude/latitude pairs, 
with the longitudes and latitudes being separated by commas. An example Point table might look 
like this: 
Point#PointExample 
Time#Longitude#Latitude#Name#Data1#Data2 
Double#Double#Double#String#Double#Double 
10#-140#30#One#10#300 
20#-140#30#One#20#290 
… 
While an example area table might look like this: 
Area#AreaExample 
Time#Coordinates#Name#Data1#Data2 
Double#Coordinates#String#Double#Double 
10#-45,-45;-40,-45;-40,-40;-45,-40#One#10#300 
20#-45,-45;-40,-45;-40,-40;-45,-40#One#20#290 
… 
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4.2.6 Events 
An Event is an abstract class representing something that happens in a specific place at a 
specific point in time with a unique name. Everything that is animated on a map is an Event. All 
Events have a time and an ID. Every class that instantiates Event also has a Color, however they 
use their colors somewhat differently. Event has been instantiated by Point, Line, and Area. 
Points have longitude/latitude pairs to denote their locations, as well as having sizes and 
colors. They are displayed by the Animator as solid circles (areas currently represent other 
shapes) of their size in pixels, centered at their longitude/latitude location, filled with their color. 
Lines have an ordered list of Points to denote their locations, as well as having sizes and 
colors. They are displayed as a line of their size in thickness, their color, and going through their 
Points in order. Note that their Points are also displayed and can be of different sizes and colors 
than the Line itself or each other, although the user cannot represent this in their datasets at this 
time. 
Areas have an ordered list of Points to denote their locations, as well as having and 
colors, but not sizes. They are displayed as a solid polygon filled with their color and going 
through their Points in order. Note that their Points are also displayed and can be of different 
sizes and colors than the Line itself or each other. This is mostly done so that future extensions of 
the project can allow for the creation of interesting border visualizations. The size of an Area is 
dictated solely by what points construct it. 
 
 
4.3 Wiki: 
4.3.1 Wiki Purpose 
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The purpose of the wiki is to provide a place for data sharing and collaboration. A wiki 
was chosen specifically over other web based communities for a number of reasons. To start 
with, the idea of a wiki is something that is already well known and understood by a large 
number of people. This cuts down on learning time for users as they are likely to be at least 
somewhat familiar with the structure. The structure itself allows pages to be grouped by topic, 
multimedia display, multiple levels of user accounts, and the ability to add new content with 
ease. Finally wikis have a scholarly feel to them which fits the tone of the project more than a 
freeform forum, for example. 
 
4.3.2 Wikia 
The specific Wiki setup we have chosen for the project is the Wikia community, viewable 
here: http://contextmqp.wikia.com/wiki/Context_Wiki. Wikia was chosen to be a temporary set 
up for the website for this iteration of the project, with a more dedicated space being something 
to look into at a later date. Wikia space is easy to create and offers all the standard features you 
would expect from a wiki, specifically the features called for above pertaining to easy page 
creation and managing user accounts. 
 
4.4 Wiki Structure: 
4.4.1 Structure Overview 
The wiki’s structure is a community enforced set of standards as to how to create pages. 
There are 3 basic types of pages: data pages, animation pages, and other miscellaneous pages. 
 
4.4.2 Data Pages 
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Data pages house data for the animator application to animate. Each data page has a tile, a 
description, exactly one data table, and authors and citations. Data pages can be either general or 
specific; for example New England, New York, and the average rainfall of Albany are all valid 
data pages, although the title and description of the page should allow a user to tell what data is 
available on the page and its intended purpose. The data table itself is expected to be in the 
format used by the animator and a tutorial page (see appendix) exists for the purpose of teaching 
this format to the user. The authors and citations section of a data page is optional, but users are 
encouraged to provide this user information and/or the source of their data if they wish their data 
to be taken seriously in an academic context. 
 
4.4.3 Animation Pages 
Animation pages are used exclusively for displaying an animation. This allows users not 
only to share data for the purpose of creating visualization, but also to share the visualizations 
themselves. Like a data page, an animation page also has a title and a description that are 
illustrative of what is being animated, and an author and citations section. In this case the 
citations should be to the dataset(s) used to create the animation. An animation page also 
contains the animation itself, either a .gif or a number of still frames. Due to hosting issues 
relating to file size caps per file, the latter is often a better option even though the .gif is smaller 
in size than the entire series of .pngs. 
 
4.4.4 Miscellaneous Pages 
There are other miscellaneous pages on the wiki that lack a concrete structure. These 
pages are mostly tutorials, information about the wiki and the application, links to relevant 
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resources, and so forth. The average user is not expected to create such pages, although user-
generated tutorials, for example, may prove a valuable tool. 
 
4.4.5 Additional Wiki Features 
Other than the actual pages, the wiki also contains several other components. Among these are a 
blog where pertinent news can be posted, a forum for discussion that can be separated from 
the pages, and various user account management tools. While none of these are integral to 
the core structure of the wiki or its purpose, they are nice add-ons that simplify site 
management. 
 
Chapter 5. Testing 
5.1 Introduction 
 Once we had completed our project we wanted to evaluate three main points: ease of data 
entry, website navigability, and animator use.  Our main focus is to make a tool that the general 
public can use with relative ease. We want users to be able to find our website easily and be able 
to view existing data and animations. This should inspire them to upload their own data set, 
download the animation tool and create their own animation. Finally they can upload their 
finished animation and thoughts about the process, to share with other users. This is the 
envisioned use case of our system and the inspiration for our testing protocol. Simply put, we 
want our users to be able to use our system in this way, and if they can’t we need know why. 
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5.2 Procedure 
 
Step 1. 
 Test subjects are selected at random and provided with a .txt file of instructions and 
another .txt file with the attached data set. The instructions will include a link to the online 
website http://contextmqp.wikia.com/wiki/Context_Wiki, as well as a list of suggestions of 
helpful tutorials they might need. 
Step 2. 
 The goal is provided to our subjects that they must publish their data set to our online 
website which is described in the instruction page.  
Step 3. 
 Subjects will be required to demonstrate their knowledge of our system, gained via online 
tutorials to create an animation of the given data set. They must animate their data over an 
appropriately scaled map, and a reasonable time span, demonstrating population growth and 
density over time. 
Step 4. 
 Our team will evaluate the time required to complete the web upload, animation, as well 
as how long it took for the entire process. We will also record any problems they had along the 
way, including unclear tutorials, or errors with the website or animator. 
Step 5. 
 Finally we will consult the test subject on the features they liked or disliked about our 
system or website. We will ask them about the things that they found difficult or hard to do, and 
use this feedback to update and improve our system. 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 The Website 
 The results of our testing were all very similar. Most users were familiar with the 
Wikipedia style of our website and had no problem gaining access to user tutorials. They also 
showed no problems in uploading the sample data set to the website, although there was a 
problem with the tools available for uploading. Wikia does not provide any intelligent support 
for uploading large quantities of data. There are no smart tools or features that speed or ease the 
process. Some users became frustrated by the repetiveness of trying to upload a large dataset, and 
others gave up all together. This was the only negative aspect on the website which is generally 
liked by all those tested. The tutorials were informative, the data was viewable and the website 
was easily navigable. This proves that the Wiki structure was indeed a good decision. 
 
5.3.2 The Animator 
 Most of the negative comments received during the testing phase came while using the 
animator. Despite our best efforts to make the UI easy to use we succumb to feature creep in a 
way. Our final version of the animator is a powerful tool with many different sliders, input boxes 
and combo boxes to fool around with. This proves no problem for a veteran animator, but it is 
daunting for the novice. Most of the people that we tested encountered problems using the 
animator in one regard or another. Most had a problem getting it to visualize their data in a 
comprehensive way, while some had a problem creating any visualization at all.  In the 
introduction to the testing protocol we pointed the user to some tutorials we had placed on our 
website specifically to aid in the creation of visualizations with our software. Many users admit 
that these tutorials were very helpful, albeit users were remiss to consult them. It seems that most 
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users prefer to go straight to work and tinker with the interface, instead of sit down and read 
about how everything works first.  
 
5.3.3 Conclusion 
During the exit survey we asked what we could do to enhance user experience with our 
system and the most frequent reply was the tutorials were helpful, but most users skipped over 
them, and became entrenched in the UI. A notable quote from one of the people surveyed upon 
completion of the test was, “Wow, the tutorials were really helpful. I wish I had read them first”. 
The website was very user friendly, and easy to locate and use. The tutorials perfectly explained 
the animator, but were neglected. The UI, while not bad at all, was far from perfect. Fortunately, 
of all the people tested, all were able to interface with the website, and only one failed to create 
an animation. 
 
Chapter 6: Future Work 
6.1 Database 
 Currently, the database is fairly simple, with data being stored in text files and column 
breaks being denoted by the # sign.  This is primarily a concession to the website design. 
 As the website is updated, the program can be revised to utilize more sophisticated 
database coding.  Utilizing actual database tools would increase the degree of sophistication that 
could be made available to the user in designing animations.  For instance, a user might be given 
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the option to apply filters to the datasets they wish to animate.  Also, a user could join tables, 
allowing them to create animations wherein columns from multiple tables could be used to 
influence the attributes of an individual set of Events. 
 There exists the distinct need for a set of tools to help users create, upload, and download 
data sets easily.  At the moment, a user is forced to use spreadsheet tools such as Excel or text 
editors to create and edit tables.  A suite of tools that simplifies a user's experience is highly 
desirable. 
 Finally, a more intuitive representation of lines and area borders would make it much 
easier for users to input data.  At the moment, borders are denoted by a list of paired coordinates.  
Unfortunately, this can prove cumbersome when attempting to create a data set. 
 One possible alternative would be to create a library of commonly used line definitions, 
such as state borders, major highways, or river routes.  Users would be able to submit custom 
line definitions to this library if they needed to. 
6.2 The Animator 
6.2.1 UI Design 
 User testing strongly suggests the need to revamp the UI—in particular, the elements that 
allow users to create gradients and scalars for their animations.  It has also been pointed out that 
a large body of research exists on the subject of user interfaces. 
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 It would therefore be prudent for future developers to do research on the subject of 
graphical user interfaces, and apply whatever they discover to the animator's GUI. 
 
6.2.2 Animations 
 At the moment, the animation options are deliberately simple, a result of the design 
philosophy stressing simplicity and flexibility.  However, there are several elements that could be 
added to increase the richness of animations without adversely affecting the flexibility of the 
program: 
1. Including a variety of shapes for Point Events.  Such shapes could include regular 
geometric shapes such as squares, triangles, etc.; other common symbols such as stars, 
biohazard signs, nuclear power signs, etc.; or even user-created images. 
2. Allowing users to display non-numerical data such as the names of elements in the 
database or String data columns as text attached to Events or as the arguments of the 
scalars and gradients. 
3. Modifying line and area Events to better display curves. 
4. Including non-linear gradients, possibly incorporating more than two colors. 
5. Potentially adding 3D elements to the animations. 
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6. Allow users to include the time in the animations 
7. Create a utility for viewing animations that offered VCR-like controls, including fast 
forward, rewind, and slow down features. 
6.3 The Website 
 Possibly the area in most need to work is the website.  At the moment, the website 
consists of a MediaWiki with a few tutorials and a logo. 
 The fundamental design elements of a website that would satisfy the needs of the Context 
Project has already been created, and is discussed in Chapter 3.  Implementing and refining these 
design elements would vastly improve the website.  Some improvements would: 
1. Allow users to apply filters to the data sets for improved viewing 
2. Allow users to directly download and upload formatted data sets, instead of 
forcing them to rely purely on Wikipedia's table editing capabilities. 
 
Chapter 7. Conclusion 
7.1 Restatement of Purpose 
The purpose of the Context project was to create a tool where time-varying numeric and 
geographic information can be quickly and accurately visualized simultaneously. Further, we 
sought to create an environment in which users could share data and results, creating useful 
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libraries of both data and visualizations. 
 
7.2 Context Application 
The offline Context animation application gives users the power to display whatever 
geographic data they like in a number of ways. The color and size of animated Events can be tied 
to any attribute of the data and the data format allows any number of attributes in a dataset. The 
user can input any number of datasets and use different data attributes in the animation of each 
set. The user can animate over any longitude/latitude range and on any map. Users can either 
create an animation directly with the animator, or they can create animation frames that they can 
use as they see fit. These animations can be created from data in seconds by a user familiar with 
the system. In short the animator serves as a powerful visualization tool, due in part to its ability 
to animate different data simultaneously for comparison, and in part to the fact that it does not 
limit the user to what data fields can be visualized. 
 
7.3 Context Wiki 
The Context wiki, while still a prototype, illustrates well how this animation tool could be 
used by a larger community. It provides a method for users to share data and visualizations that 
can grow into extensive libraries of information and animations, making future data 
visualizations easier. The collaborative aspect of Context is another thing that makes its idea so 
unique and potentially powerful. 
 
7.4 Closing Thoughts 
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There is still a reasonable amount of room for Context to grow. In the future we would 
love to see the Context wiki take off, perhaps acquiring a more dedicated host. The more data is 
available in the wiki the more incentive users would have to pick up the system. There are many 
potential features that could be implemented for the animation application. Among them are the 
use of text in various ways, a data format that uses more generalized location data, and a tool to 
automatically download data from the wiki. That said we believe that Context stands as a strong 
proof of concept for a collaborative geographic data visualization tool.  
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9 Introduction, Design Issues, and Future Work sections of this paper 
Sam LaFleche: 
10 Application Architecture Design 
11 “Animator” Java package 
12 Front Page Implementation 
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Appendix C: Testing Protocol Instructions 
Hello, 
 Welcome to the Context project. We have created an online service that allows users 
across the world to share and collaborate on any kind of data imaginable, and then demonstrate 
and display their results. The core feature of context is its animation capabilities. Using our 
online tools anyone can upload data to our website and animate it geographically on any map of 
their choice. We have provided you with a sample set of data to get started. 
 Our online website can be found at:  
http://contextmqp.wikia.com/wiki/Context_Wiki 
Everything you need to get started can be found there. A good starting place would be the data 
entry tutorial.  
http://contextmqp.wikia.com/wiki/Data_Entry_Tutorial 
Another good resource will be the animation creation tutorial which can be found at. 
http://contextmqp.wikia.com/wiki/User_Interface_Tutorial 
If you have any questions or encounter any problems just ask, we strive to make this a better 
service, widely accessible to all. On behalf of the Context team we want to sincerely thank you 
for helping us to improve our system by testing it. Also, in an effort to gauge ease of use we are 
also going to be timing your progress. Good luck, your time starts now! 
 
-The Context Group 
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Appendix D: Artwork 
 
Figure 1: Context Logo 
 
 
Figure 2: Original Main Page 
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Figure 3: Final Main Page 
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Figure 4: Logo Designs 
